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 Running has become the daily victory, purposeful for its meditative motion and self vali-
dation. Little moments gain status because if you don’t grab them, you keep on sinking into a 
vague fog. I did a long run with a semblance of a route, but then in a moment of spontaneity 
took a different direction back. It was new. It was daring. It woke me up. I discovered little 
free libraries. I re-organized the junk drawer. It’s still junk but looks so orderly now. I had nei-
ther the inclination nor motivation to learn a new language. Should I sign up for that behav-
ioral change program advertised ad infinitum on NPR? No. It’s just annoying. I finished a quilt. 
I read some books: The Rise of the Ultra Runners by Adharanand Finn, Running with Sherman 
by Chris McDougall, and Running to the Edge by Matthew Futterman. I took a few stabs at 
book reviews then let it go. I loved the documentary Unbreakable on Netflix: short shorts, 
long hair, pure trail-running ecstasy. My newly retired hubby engineered a squirrel baffle that 
works; indeed, they are baffled, momentarily. Bird watching is joyful.  

 This last year felt like a heavy, wet blanket that wouldn’t dry out even in the transparency 
of sunshine with the exception of a few runs with friends.  

 Jeanne thanks the thoughtful, creative editor of The Sun, Ben Kimball, for 
his efforts. He offers me bunches of virtual rainbow carrots as encouragement 
to write. Stick vs. carrot. Yeah, it’d be great if I actually received some carrots (think about 
that, Ben), but hey, I’ll take the imaginary kind. It works! While a newsletter may seem old 
fashioned, it’s a unique kind of glue for the club. My gratitude to Ben and the BOD for their 
dedication to the historic, vibrant club called SMAC.  

               -Jeanne LaPierre (e-mail)  

Rainbow Carrots

     Socially         distanced         SMAC         runners 

mailto:runjeanne@att.net
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 Well. Here we are, friends. Let’s try this again… again.  

 New Year’s Day has rarely felt so legitimately symbolic to 
me. I’m generally not an observer of anniversaries of things. I 
find the arbitrariness too off-putting. The Earth keeps circling 
around its star, and it takes 365 days to get back to the same 
spot in the orbit, but there’s no real start or finish line. Not to 
numbered years, especially. That’s just stuff that we invent.  

 But this year it’s hard to ignore the metaphor. For real we 
are starting fresh, starting anew, starting again. Today SMAC 
starts 2021 with eyes on building back its membership after a 
sharp decline in 2020, and restarting its races and programs, 
hopefully coming back even better than before. We’re not 
quite out of the woods yet, but you can see the light.  

 In this first newsletter of the new year, you can feel the 
optimism, and the pent-up energy of everyone just behind 
the corral gates. Once again we are astonishingly blessed and 
lucky to reap the rewards of having so many inspired, deter-
mined, persistent, talented, and creative members in our 
midst; this issue is just overflowing with superb content.  

 Nancy Cook, a triumphant cancer survivor and marathon 
runner, among many other things, presents her powerful 
Toastmasters speech about finding and sharing hope. Brenda 
Fortin decided to see what she was really capable of this 
year, and ended up finishing as 9th place woman at the annu-
al JFK 50-Mile ultramarathon in Maryland; here, she shares 
the inspiring story of her long journey to that finish line.  

Starting Over Again 

 Coach Barry Auskern shares some sage advice on training 
through the winter months during a global pandemic (no big-
gie). Along similar lines, Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger 
offers some do-it-yourself tips for creating your own winter 
traction shoes. Speaking of both coaching and winter, SMAC 
vice president Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger is looking 
ahead to 2021 by taking an honest assessment of where her 
2020 training is at now. And she encourages the rest of us to 
do the same. As Laure writes: “The better you get to know 
yourself, the better runner you will be.”  

 Abbie Goldberg Zaret writes about her incredible 2020 
running streak; John Stifler examines (and tries out) the sport 
of speed walking; and Andrew Shelffo reflects on the simple 
power of a wave (and much more). Drawing upon the age-old 
lines of Robert Frost (both the writer and his namesake trail), 
Carla Halpern’s amusing muse drew forth a new poem called 
“Two Runners” from her epic October trail run that she did as 
part of Wally’s Folly with a pair of abetting friends.  

 JoEllen Reino’s Ginger returns! I’m always happy to see 
her, and this time she and her ever-amusing partner talk 
about some of their running “bloopers.” The topic was origi-
nally going to be a theme for the issue, but as it turned out it 
just shows up from time to time throughout. I actually like it 
that way and hope people continue to submit their bloopers, 
no matter how big or small, for inclusion in future issues.  

 On the cover, Jeannie LaPierre keeps us smiling as she 
always does, this time with a friendly reminder that although 
virtual is nice, it’s really no substitute for the real thing. And 
finally, Grant Ritter has used his race-less ‘rona-time runs to 
go exploring in the woods up above his new home on the 
west side of the Valley, and reveals some of his cool findings 
from there (as well as out at the Quabbin). Plus there’s a 
whole host of other stuff, big and small, including a member 
profile by SMAC Series superstar Erin Cassidy, a SMAC gear 
ordering page, photos, and the 2020 membership map.  

 Thanks to everyone who contributed to this issue. You 
guys keep making it easy, and your inexhaustible creativity is 
immensely appreciated. Cheers to all of our fresh new starts! 

           -Ben  

Annual Meeting!!! Jan. 3, 2021 (noon) 

The 2020 Annual Meeting will be held virtually this year, 
with a talk called “'Science, Running, and Footwear” by 
Wooter Hoogkamer. Check your 12/28 email for details.  

http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/
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Member Profile 

Job: Director of Leased Housing at the 
Amherst Housing Authority 

Where are you from originally? Aside 
from living in Sacramento for 6 years 
when I was in my late 20s/early 30s, I  
have always lived in the Pioneer Valley. 

Runner since: 2012 

Personal Records? 5K: 21:45 (2016); 10K: 
44:16 (Covered Bridge Classic, 2016); Half 
Marathon: 1:42:53 (2018) 

Achievement you’re most proud of 
(running or otherwise): Winning the 
SMAC race series two years in a row and 
being in the top 3 for 6 years in a row.  

Local running and/or SMAC “claim to 
fame”: I don’t think I have one! [Editor’s 
Note: see one question above!] 

Favorite distance to race/run: 6-10 miles. Both for racing and 
daily training. 

Favorite place to run: The Mt. Warner Road area in North 
Hadley. However, most days you will see me zigzagging 
around through the streets of Northampton and Florence in 
the wee hours of the morning. As much as possible, I try to 
vary my routes and find as many hills as I can. 

Interests (besides running, of course!): Spending time with 
my kids and family, hiking, listening to audiobooks and news/
political podcasts, cooking healthy meals. I also like to down-
hill ski, swim, kayak, roller blade, and ice skate.  

Favorite non-running activity: Anything active. I need to be 
moving. 

Greatest adventure: I’m not very adventurous. Does surviv-
ing 2020 count? 

Secret ambition: Pre-pandemic: to participate in a triathlon  

Recent memorable moment while running? I recently did 18 
hill repeats on Round Hill Road in Northampton. I was kind of 
proud of myself for that.  

Secret tips or good advice? Consistency pays off. Cross-
training, especially strength training, is the key to injury pre-
vention. Always do your best. Never give up. When life 
throws you a curveball, figure out another plan. At least this 
is what I tell my kids! 

What is your favorite race? The Montague Mug Race 

Training partners? I have always preferred 
to run alone most of the time. 

Cross training activities? Pre-pandemic: 
riding the Peloton bike and taking boot 
camp classes at the gym. I also used to 
enjoy yoga. Now, I participate in online 
classes and do workout videos in my living 
room.  

Favorite local running route? I focus on 
routes where I feel the safest. As such, I 
run a lot of ones around Smith College and 
Hospital Hill. I also like the Clement Street 
Bridge area, and all of Florence.  

What was the last running event you par-
ticipated in? SMAC’s Tower to Tower Race 
Across Massachusetts virtual event. My 
last official race was the WAMDA 5K at 
Look Park in early March of 2020. 

Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How 
come? I honestly love to run through all the seasons. I can 
handle most weather challenges with the right gear. I always 
run early in the morning, usually before dawn. It’s the best 
way to start the day. 

SMAC Member Profile  

Name: Erin Cassidy 

Age: 49 

Town: Northampton 

[Continued next page] 

Erin bears down on the middle miles of the 2019 Don Maynard 5-miler. 
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Member Profile 

What is one of your biggest running aspirations? To really 
focus my training and get faster. At least that was my aspira-
tion before the pandemic. Now I would just like to race again.  

Favorite piece(s) of running gear: Probably my Garmin and 
my headlamp 

Favorite author/book/movie (s): Books: most recently: Olive 
Again and My Dark Vanessa. Movies: I don’t watch a lot of 
movies anymore, but I did enjoy Marriage Story and Just 
Mercy this year.  

Favorite running book/film? Skid Row Marathon 

Favorite TV Show: I just finished The Queen’s Gambit and 
enjoyed it. 

Last movie you watched (and what you thought): The Way 
Back with Ben Affleck – I really like sad and dark movies, and 
this one fit the bill. 

Top songs on your running playlist (or favorite music):  
It depends on my mood. Lately I have been listening to Taylor 
Swift’s new album, Evermore, a lot.  

Last concert you went to / favorite band: I haven’t been to a 
concert in years. I listen to a lot of different types of music- it 
depends on my mood. It has been harder for me to listen to 
music during the pandemic. 

What does your daily workout consist of? I generally run 6 
days a week and do at least 3 strength training sessions at 

home. I also try to walk and hike as much as I can. I have a lot 
of nervous energy to burn! 

Ever been injured? How did it happen? Nothing serious or 
long-lasting, thankfully.  

What is your diet like? Nutrition is very important to me. I 
focus on fruits and vegetables, whole grains, and lean sources 
of protein.  

Favorite food: Potatoes 

Favorite recovery drink: Water! 

Article of clothing you own way 
too many of: Race t-shirts, like 
all of us. But I can’t part with 
them. 

Best advice you ever got: Never 
take your mental and physical 
health for granted.  

Personal goal for 2021? (or 
“this season”): To do one hard 
running workout each week. 

Why did you join SMAC? Originally: for the race series. Now: 
to support a club that does so much for runners in Western 
Mass. 

If you could run with anyone, who would be the person? 
And where would you run? Skip Soper. I would run with him 
anywhere.  

***** 

 If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming  
SMAC member profile, please contact us at  

alpinefin [at] comcast.net. 

[Erin Cassidy, continued from previous page] 

Bloopers 

It was a small field of runners and a short race, I think to 
benefit the village library. A water stop was set up less than 
a mile from the finish. I didn't need to drink, but the morn-
ing was warm so I grabbed a cup and dumped it over my 
head. Then I realized it was library-volunteer lemonade! 

         -Rick Scott 

My first ultra was technically in 1996, before I knew what 
an ultra was. It was at the Dogwood Half-Hundred 50K on 
the trails of Massanutten Mtn. in VA. I wore hiking boots... 

         -Ben Kimball 

mailto:sugarloafsun@gmail.com
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The Running Life 

Have you ever been in one of the circumstances in your 
life and faced with a reality that made you think… Why Me?  

I am a marathon runner. That’s 26.2 miles, on foot, on 
purpose, and not because somebody is chasing me. I have 
run 35 marathons. In addition, I’ve done four Ironman triath-
lons that all end in a marathon.  

In 2010, I had just signed up for the Chicago Marathon 
with my friend Judy. We were going to run it in October. In 
July I went to the doctor after 
running and I had noticed a 
lump in my stomach. It was 
off-center. I was in my 40s 
and I knew I wasn’t pregnant. 
My husband and I went to the 
doctor; he urged me to go. 
We sat in the doctor’s office, 
and she went into the other 
room and did these tests. 
When she came back in the 
room, she said, “We think you 
may have lymphoma.”  

I had this feeling of shock, and my husband had this 
questioned look. I had worked for the American Cancer Soci-
ety for 16 years at that time – I worked for the American Can-
cer Society for 24 years total. I knew what lymphoma was; 
lymphoma is a cancer that attacks your immune system, your 
spleen, and your lymph nodes, and it presents itself in lumps.  

I said to my husband, “Honey, she thinks I have cancer.”  

We stood there in shock, and tears welled up in his eyes 
and in my eyes. But I knew that people do survive cancer. Get 
that doctor out of the room, let’s get some tests, let’s figure 
out what’s next, and let’s get going. Let’s get on the road to 
this marathon.  

I trained for the marathon in Chicago. I trained with my 
friends, I did my speedwork, I did my long runs, and I went 
through my chemotherapy. I got more and more tired. My 
fingers were getting numb, my toes were numb, and I would 

be nauseous. I would have a 
really bad week the week of 
chemo, I would feel a little bit 
better the next week and then 
even stronger the third week, 
so I would get my long runs in 
on the third week. I was going 
to get through this, I was go-
ing to be strong. But I was also 
listening to my body. I kept 
training. I kept going through 
chemo and I lost my eye-
brows, and I lost all my hair.  

I remember the day we shaved my hair off because it was 
coming out in clumps in the shower. We shaved it off and we 
did this little video showing me with all the wigs, so my 
friends could help choose what color and style hair I should 
“wear.” I shared that video with my son, who was 5 years old 
at the time, trying to help him understand what was going on 
with Mom and he just burst out in tears.  

Sharing Hope 

by Nancy Cook 

[Continued next page] 

“No one can hold you back from doing all 

the things you want to do. Just keep your 
goals in sight, listen to your body and take 
one day at a time. Some days will be better 
than others, but every day is a blessing – so 

make each day the best it can be.”  

-Nancy Cook on cancer survivorship and life 

This is the script for my speech for the International Toastmaster competition in 2020. I won 3rd in the club, 1st in the Area, and 
1st in the Division, and competed at the District level for District 53. 

Far Left: Hope in 

the hospital, Nancy 

undergoing chemo 

at Mass General.  

Middle: The stark 

reality of Stage 4. 

Right: Wig time! 

 

Photos courtesy of 

Nancy Cook. 
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The Running Life 

[Hope, continued from previous page] 

The bills kept coming. I had piles of bills. I would ignore 
them, but I tried to jump through the hoops of the insurance 
companies. I was trying to figure out what to do. All my 
friends were giving me advice: “Get a second opinion.” “Get 
the best doctors!” I wanted to do all of that, but I had to do 
what the insurance company wanted me to do in going that 
first doctor to get that consult and she said, “You have Diffuse 
Large B Cell Lymphoma Stage 4 and we are going to aim for a 
cure.” I was devastated, STAGE 4?? I work for the American 
Cancer Society. I know stage 4. That’s almost dead! So I left 
there with just a little bit of hope because I knew, like I said, 
that people survive this disease.  

I went home, talked to my friends, and got a referral to 
the next doctor. He was one of the top lymphoma doctors in 
the country, Dr. Jeffrey Barnes at Mass General. Dr. Barnes 
comes in the room and he starts talking about lymphoma, 
with so much positive energy. He had so much to share that 
he gave me so much hope! He took out this huge needle and 
gave me a bone marrow biopsy right there in his office that 
day. But he gave me HOPE.  

He said, “Keep doing what you have been doing; keep 
doing what is going to make you happy, what is going to 
make you stronger. Keep listening to your body, keep being 
strong.”  

So I did. I kept training and I knew if could work the train-
ing I could complete this marathon. I had hope, I was going to 
cross that finish line. 2/3 of the way through chemo I get 
dressed up in a Wonder Woman costume. All my friends 
were calling me Wonder Woman. I didn’t feel like a Wonder 
Woman but I was inspiring others just by being strong, just by 
being me.  

I toed the line at the Chicago 
Marathon dressed up like Won-
der Woman with my friend Cara 
by my side. She was wearing a 
Batgirl costume (my sister made 
our outfits) and we ran Chicago 
together. My legs were cramp-
ing, my hands were numb – I 
didn’t know if I could stand up 
after sitting in the porta-pottie, 
but I did! I got up and I finished. 
Three hours and fifty-seven 
minutes!  

When I think about this marathon and I think about life as 
a marathon, I think about these things:  

• Listen to your body  

• Always get a second opinion 

• Do what makes you happy; do what is going to make 
you stronger 

• Have Hope – Share Hope 

Because I now know “why me”... So I can share my heart 
full of hope with all of you.  

 

This year I celebrate 10 years cancer free. Since this was 
written, I continue to race ultra distances and marathons and 
mountains! My hope is to share my story with everyone in 
hopes that it will inspire them to be strong throughout their 
struggles and any health issues. Here is a link to the speech on 
Soundcloud. 

***** 

Nancy is a SMAC member from Belchertown. (e-mail) 
Read more at her blog Mountain of Dreams. 

Left: Applefest Half Marathon Sept. 
2010 – halfway through chemo. 

Photos courtesy Nancy Cook. 

Nancy and Cara triumph 

at the 2010  

Chicago Marathon 

https://soundcloud.com/nancy-e-peck-cook/the-toughest-marathon-of-my-life-division-finals
https://soundcloud.com/nancy-e-peck-cook/the-toughest-marathon-of-my-life-division-finals
mailto:Nancy%20Cook%20%3cnanskimtn@charter.net%3e
https://nanskimtn.wordpress.com/
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I know the title suggests that this is a race report, and I 
swear I ultimately get there, but I feel it necessary to step 
back a bit to analyze how my life spiraled into this all-
consuming way of living. When I eventually started running 
ultramarathon distances at the age of 36 in the crazy year 
that was 2020, people began to inquire as to “why do you 
run that far? I don’t even like driving that far.”  

These hilarious and bold inquiries led me to start ques-
tioning: why do I want to run that far, and how did I get to 
this point where running for hours on end brings me so much 
needed joy and mental clarity?  

As far back as I can recall, likely originating when I was a 
7-year-old, knobby-kneed, bumbling ball of kinetic energy, 
I’ve always been a runner. I never questioned why I felt com-
pelled to run as a child; I just strapped on my hand-me-down 
sneakers and ran. It likely had something to do with me 
attempting to recreate the adolescent dreams I consistently 
had of flying. Or perhaps it was the undiagnosed ADHD symp-
toms manifesting itself through my feet (a diagnosis I’d even-
tually receive in my early thirties). Or maybe it was an outlet 
for my angst after being abandoned, along with my younger 
brother and sister, by my drug-addicted teen mother and 
imprisoned father, causing us to grow up as one of many fos-
ter children in a chaotic, unstable, and abusive home envi-
ronment. Maybe it is in my DNA and I was just born to run. 

There are many reasons and no reasons at all for why I 
started running, but the reasons I kept running were highly 
influenced by a number of compounding factors and influ-
ences in my life. I kept running when the responsibilities of 
caring for an energetic pit bull that my family adopted fell on 

my shoulders. I kept running as I wandered aimlessly with my 
dog in the small southeastern Massachusetts town I grew up 
in. I kept running in high school after being recruited by the 
cross-country coach during gym class, who brought us run-
ning through beautiful forested trails that surrounded the 
school (where I discovered my love of nature and trees). I 
kept running after struggling as a lost and completely inde-
pendent 17-year-old UMass undergraduate student, the fur-
thest state school from my hometown that accepted the 
scholarship I received. I kept running throughout the strenu-
ous years I endured cooking in sweaty, fast-paced, testos-
terone-laden kitchens throughout western Massachusetts.  

Through struggling with substance abuse problems, failed 
relationships, mental health issues, unhealthy coping mecha-
nisms, and unresolved family trauma, I just kept running.  

As I grew older and finally addressed the repercussions of 
my youth, running eventually replaced the hole in me that 
the missing chaos in my life had created. Up until April 2020, 
and before I met my running partner and the inspiration for 
running ultramarathons, Rufus, the furthest I had ever run 
was 15 miles. I had very few aspirations for running ultra dis-
tances and didn’t really even know that they existed... that is, 
until Covid-19 changed our way of living.  

After having to teach from home for months on end, be-
ing quarantined to home, with little connection to the outside 
world that many of us took for granted, and losing both my 
dad and grandmother to the virus, I needed an outlet. And I 
discovered this amazing, unforgiving, daunting, and beautiful 
sport we call ultramarathons.  

 

Nov 21, 2020: 6:00 AM 

I’m sitting in the warm car with Rufus, my running partner 
and favorite person, willing myself to enter the dark, cold 
morning in running gear not quite fit for the current temps 
(comforted by knowing that I’ll be glad I’m just in shorts once 
I’m actually running). I’m gabbing Rufus’s ears off, convinced 
that I’m annoying him but not able to stop myself because 
I’m nervous, anxious, and full of self-doubt. I know once I exit 
the car there’s no turning back, no convincing myself that I 
don’t have to do this to myself. Luckily, I got out of the car. 

7:00 AM, starting line… race time 

I’m simultaneously in a state of shock and full of nervous 
energy while waiting for the race to start. Numbly going over 

57th JFK 50 Mile Race Report 

by Brenda Fortin 

[Continued next page] 

UltraRunning 

Young Brenda 
(the only one 
not looking at 
the camera!) 
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every little detail that could affect my performance- should I 
take off my gloves and long-sleeve shirt now even though it’s 
cold but won’t be later? Do I really have to empty my bladder 
again or is my mind playing tricks on me? Do I have to wear 
my mask the entire time or how do I get it back on my face 
without wasting too much energy? How am I going to stay 6 
feet away from people on a single-track course with hun-
dreds of other athletes? Did I make the right decision about 
running in my favorite Altra trail sneakers instead of the road 
sneakers I bought specifically for this race one month ago? 
Do I have enough fuel so I can avoid stopping at the aid sta-
tions? Can I actually run 50 miles, as I’ve never done this be-
fore, or an actual marathon (this is why I was placed in Wave 
3 initially, but was able to sneak into Wave 2 so I could run 
with my partner)? Doesn’t matter now, because wave 2’s 
race has officially started and I’m running before I even real-
ize it or can second guess everything.  

As I hit the first few 2.5 (uphill) road miles, I remind my-
self to not let the built-up adrenaline and nervous excitement 
cause me to start out too fast, as I recall that the Appalachian 
Trail is coming up- all 13 miles of that rugged, unforgiving 
terrain. In my mind, and according to every race report I en-
countered and the advice I received from past runners about 
this race, the AT portion was going to be the most arduous 
and physically demanding aspect of the race. Even though I 
primarily run in the technical, ankle-breaking, and heart-
wrenching mountainous terrain that is western Massachu-
setts and other parts of New England, I worry that I’m ill-
prepared for what’s coming. This is partially due to the slip-
pery leaf-covered trails I have been gingerly running on for 
the past few months (I couldn’t bomb downhills as I normally 
would have because it’s difficult to distinguish what’s a safe 

UltraRunning 

[JFK 50, continued from previous page]  

landing zone and what’s a leaf-hidden rock or tree root), and 
mostly because I’m running against Nike-sponsored runners 
in one of the oldest and well-known ultra races in the eastern 
United States. In the weeks prior to the race, I had grand as-
pirations of placing as a top female, but as race day ap-
proached and I learned more about the race, and who the 

race attracts, my delusions of being an elite ultrarun-
ner with a chance to win slowly deflated. However, as 
soon as I hit the AT section of the race, all nagging 
thoughts and doubts disappeared as my inner trail 
animal took over; this is my natural habitat, my 
home. As I bounded up and down the singletrack 
trails, mostly clear of the beautifully macabre remind-
ers that the cold kiss of winter was upon us, my focus 
was undeterred, footing rhythmic, and my inner child 
was ecstatic — I can fly! Not only did I survive the AT 
portion of the race, but I also broke out of it well un-
der the goal time I set for myself, all with a smile 
pasted on my face that would last until I crossed the 
finish line many hours later.  

 The next section was 26.3 miles of the mostly flat 
and gorgeous towpath that parallels the Potomac 

[Continued next page] 

Brenda and Rufus 

ready to roll 
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Adventure Running 

[JFK 50, continued from previous page] 

River. Other than making sure that I was consistently putting 
nourishment and liquid into my body, and resupplying at the 
plentiful and well-managed aid stations that I mentally 
checked off in my mind, mile after mile passed without much 
thought or worry, my anxiety seemingly disappearing and my 
mind clear. As I coasted along at a consistent pace, making 
friendly conversation with the few runners that I kept pace 
with/continued to pass/be passed by, I was vaguely aware 
that I was slowly ticking off the runners from Wave 1, inching 
my way up to podium placement.  

It was around mile 40, the furthest distance I had ever 
run up until that point, that my body began to show the con-
sequences of precariously bombing up and down the AT trail; 
my quads were ripped up, calves barking, and hips, ankles, 
and knees throbbing and rebelling from the flat, fast course 
my body is unaccustomed to running. My focus and trepida-
tions had solely rested on getting through the AT section in 
one piece, and unbeknownst to me, the worst was now upon 
me: eight miles of grueling, rolling pavement. I came out onto 
the road determined to keep to the pace I had been comfort-
ably sustaining, but as I crested to what I thought was the 
end of the first hill at the start of the road section, I quickly 
discovered that it was going to be the most painful, mind-
gobbling, and monotonous experience of the race. As my feet 
screamed in agony, I mentally beat myself up for not bringing 
my road sneakers to change into, stopped myself from kick-
ing my trail sneakers off to continue barefoot, and somehow 
willed myself not to quit. It’s difficult to comprehensively de-
scribe how we as humans can endure such mental and physi-
cal anguish and why we push ourselves beyond the limits of 
our capabilities, but in my head, I had no choice other than to 
“eat the pain” (as Rufus likes to point out about me) and con-
tinue the last few laborious miles.  

Finally, the finish line was in sight, and my spirits seem-
ingly recovered as I heard the announcer excitedly exclaim 
that “another female runner has cracked the top one hun-

dred.” 50 miles later, I crossed the finish line at 8:04:28 (9th 
female, 62nd out of 700 overall), still smiling, but with tears 
of exuberance, euphoria, and relief streaming down my face. 
Those tears helped me to realize the many reasons as to why 
I run — it’s an opportunity to focus on just one goal and to 
forget about life’s responsibilities, disappointments, failures, 
mental health issues, etc. Running has been the only con-

stant in my life, and it has led me to become a better version 
of myself; I’m eternally grateful for the grit, resiliency, and 
determination it has provided me as tools for continuing on 
when life seems bleak. I still struggle daily with my profusion 
of human faults, and running is one of the few things in my 
life that allows me to flirt with inner peace and calm, mental 
clarity, and a sense of knowing myself and finally feeling like I 
belong.  

***** 

Brenda is a SMAC member from Williamsburg. (e-mail) 

 For those who don’t know all of the history surrounding the 
JFK 50 Mile event, here is the rest of the story: It was first held in 
the spring of 1963. It was one of numerous such 50-mile events 
held around the country as part of President John F. Kennedy’s 
push to bring the country back to physical fitness.  

When Kennedy was assassinated in November of 1963, most 
of these events were never held again. The one in Washington 
County, MD changed its name from the JFK 50 Mile Challenge to 
the JFK 50 Mile Memorial in 1964. The JFK 50 Mile in is now the 
only original JFK 50 Mile Challenge event to be held every year.  

 Although open to the public, the JFK 50 Mile is in spirit a mili-
tary race. It always has been and always will be. In 1963, the ini-
tial inspiration behind the event came from then President John 
F. Kennedy challenging his military officers to meet the require-
ments that Teddy Roosevelt had set for his own military officers 
at the dawn of the 20th Century. That Roosevelt requirement was 
for all military officers to be able to cover 50 miles on foot in 20 
hours to maintain their commissions. When word got out about 
the “Kennedy Challenge,” non-commissioned military personnel 
also wanted to take the test themselves as did certain robust 
members of the civilian population. 

mailto:Brenda%20Fortin%20%3cpauseforpaws35@gmail.com%3e
https://www.jfk50mile.org/
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In the early days of the pandemic, running 
was not an escape. I ran, but my body and brain 
were not connected. My brain was on overdrive, 
worry and fear and panic spinning around and 
around, like a washing machine filled with heavy 
comforters. I felt like thoughts were literally bang-
ing around in my brain. I ran, going through the 
motions. I worried, worried, worried as I ran. I 
couldn’t focus on anything in my (single) earbud—
podcasts, books, music. Anything I turned on 
might as well have been white noise. I couldn’t 
pay attention to anything during those early days. 
My brain was like that of a flea.  

 But, when I got home from a run, I felt a 
smidge calmer. If my anxiety was an 8 when I 
headed out the door, I could bring it down to a 5 
or 6. Running wasn’t a solution, but it was a salve. 
I could smooth away the sharp edges, just a bit. I 
could be in nature and escape the gray, stifling 
monotony of quarantine life. I could eject myself 
from my daily efforts to navigate the ongoing (unrealistic, 
confusing, maddening) expectation that I was to work and 
parent while imagining and fearing an uncertain future.  

 Now, 9 months into a daily running streak, I’m so grateful 
that I stuck with running in those early days. It was an un-
planned streak. Like the pandemic, nothing was certain re-
garding its future. How could I really know how long I would 
or could run? How would I know if my body would or would 
not give out, if I would be too depressed to get out of bed 
one day, if I would one day just … stop? During those early 
days, I slowly and blindly carved out some running grooves 
that I kept stepping in to, day after day. Around mid-April, a 
month into our pandemic life, I remember a run where I real-
ized I was less panicked, less in my head, able to look around 

myself and notice the signs of spring. I was a bit jolted as I 
realized that I had gradually begun to feel more in my body, 
more connected to what was around me. I saw the clouds 
slowly passing by. I felt the breeze on my skin. Everything 
seemed a little more spacious.  

 I ran long many of these days, especially in April and May, 
when we had little going on and my college teaching schedule 
was dully asynchronous (i.e., I created uplifting lecture videos 
with pictures of my cats and nature that preceded content 
about human sexuality). Some days, that running long felt like 
water or oxygen or breath. I needed it to function. Many 
days, though, I did not want to run, especially when it was 
cold and gray and far too still. The world, during March and 
April, felt like it went to sleep—a dark sleep, people huddled 
in their homes. I watched houses as I ran by, imagining the 
people inside, wondering about their jobs and their fears and 
how they were managing remote schooling.  

With each passing week and then month of this running 
streak, I felt certain things subtly shift. I was learning things 
about myself, and growing, through this daily practice. I felt 
deep gratitude for running and for my body, and what run-
ning every day was allowing me to work through (or work 
with). I had a lot of “feelings,” include range, despair, fear, 
horror, and gratitude, and running allowed me to sift through 
them—or just watch them, and let them come and go, or at 
least come and sit a while and then dissipate slowly, reducing 

Nine Months of Running Through Uncertainty  

by Abbie Goldberg-Zaret 

[Continued next page] 

Streaking 

Abbie, Rachel, and Patti on one of their weekly “Ten-Mile Tuesdays.” 

Gratitude. 
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down to more of a sauce than a thick gravy in my brain. I 
tried to listen to my body, backing off (but always running at 
least a mile) when I felt a twinge of “something.” I kept the 
vast majority of my runs slow, especially when running more 
than 10 miles. I cross-trained. I continued to live and breathe 
and run with uncertainty, amidst the ups and downs and 
sideways of the past nine months.  

Besides my personal commitment to keep getting up and 
getting out, day after day, during the pandemic, “Ten-Mile 
Tuesdays” have also played an important motivational role in 
this streak. As many of us began cautiously emerging from 
total lockdown in May and June to enjoy safe, outdoor, dis-
tanced time with friends and family, I began running again 
with my two good friends—and fellow streakers— Rachel and 
Patti. Our weekly “Ten-Mile Tuesdays” have helped to bind 
my commitment to this streak. Not only are Ten-Mile Tues-
days a time of shared stories, reflection, and group therapy, 

[Pandemic Streaking, continued from previous page] 

Streaking 

but they serve as a weekly reminder of and recommitment to 
the practice of running.  

My gratitude to and for my running pod goes beyond the 
shared commitment we have to this streak; it encompasses 
the ongoing support we offer each other—to keep going, go-
ing, going, in every sense of the word.  

And here we are, 9 months into the pandemic, and 2,500 
miles closer to… what exactly? We have hope and yet we 
have fear. We have been through so much, and yet we have a 
long way to go. We are headed into winter. As runners, some 
of us may find it especially hard to get out there during these 
colder days. I never look forward to really cold runs, but I’m 
almost always glad I got out there (except when it’s wet and 
cold; that just sucks). Running in the winter is a test of our 
true New Englander spirit. It wins us automatic badass points. 
During a pandemic, I think we get points-and-a-half.  

 Someone told me recently that I 
am her daily inspiration to exercise, 
because she drives past me running 
on her way to work. This made me 
smile, because I don’t run to inspire. I 
run because I can, and because it is 
helping me to survive. As an abled-
bodied person and a psychologist, I 
know how lucky I am to have this tool 
at my disposal (or really any exercise). 
As long as I can, I will use it. And if I 
get injured, I get injured. We are all 
vulnerable and fallible and tomorrow 
is not promised. But I’m taking in the 
sunrise today because I can.  

***** 

Abbie is a SMAC member from Easthampton. (e-mail) 
Check out her member profile in the Jan/Feb 2018 Sun! 

mailto:agoldberg@clarku.edu
http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2018_issue1_JanFeb.pdf
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Coach’s Corner 

 Running in the wintertime poses its own unique set of 
special challenges and joys. Running through a pandemic is a 
whole new ballgame. None of us were prepared at all for the 
reality we now find ourselves in. With no signs of the virus 
abating, here are three tips for winter running which will 
hopefully keep you warm, motivated, and healthy: 

 

1. Always start your winter runs a little on the cold side. 
Trust that within 5–10 minutes of your run your core body 
temperature will rise quite a bit. If you start off the run all 
bundled up and comfortable, you’re going to be hot and 
sweaty within 5 minutes of the run. If you start to pay atten-
tion to what clothing combinations seem to work for you at 
different temperatures, eventually you will develop a system 
that you can count on. Otherwise each run will be preceded 
by ten minutes of agonizing over what to wear! Again, you 
always need a little less than you think you might. (Note, this 
advice does not apply to that bizarre subset of runners -- al-
ways men! -- who absolutely love to go out in sub-20-degree 
temps in February in shorts and without a top, and who then 
post selfies for their Instagram account.)  

 If you’re running a loop course, it’s also always a good 
idea to determine where the wind is coming from so you can 
have a tailwind on the return portion of your run. That will 
help you feel warmer over the last miles of your route. 

 

2. Don’t worry so much about the pace of your runs. You’re 
likely wearing a bit more clothing than you did during the 
summer. The extra weight of wind pants, a wicking layer, a 
jacket, and a hat all adds up, and those additional ounces (or 
pounds) are going to mean that you’re working harder to 
maintain a given pace. And if the roads are a little bit slip-
pery, that’s going to slow you down a hair as well. And so you 
might finish a run and look at your time and think that you’re 
losing fitness, when in reality the slower pace is simply a 
function both of the additional weight you’re carrying plus 
navigating roads covered with a dusting of snow.  

 If the run felt like a good workout, then you absolutely 
got a benefit from it, even if your pace per mile is some 20 
seconds slower than you think it “should” be. Winter running 
is less about absolute pace (unless you’re doing an interval 
session at the local indoor track) and more about getting out-
side, maximizing your Vitamin D exposure (always a good 
thing to do in a time of pandemic!), and enjoying the crisp 
fresh air. 

 

3. Mix it up. Let’s face it: none of us is training for a race 
that’s going to happen in the next month or two (or six!). So 
this is a great time to branch out a bit and explore some alter-
nate, winter-friendly sports to break up the monotony and to 
become a more well-rounded athlete. Now I realize that 
some of you (no need to raise your hand) do nothing but run, 
and that’s fine. I’m not here to convert you. But . . .  

 At the end of the day, running (at least on the roads and 
on the track) is a very one-dimensional sport, where you 
simply cycle your legs forward in a repetitive manner. Which 
is why runners so often develop muscle imbalances and so 
frequently get injured. Trail runners at least have the benefit 
of navigating trickier terrain, and so learn to be nimble over 
rocks and branches. But there are a whole host of other 
sports out there that will help you develop new skills and 
strengthen different muscle groups. In the long run, you will 
become a better athlete and one less prone to injury. And 
who doesn’t want that? The list of alternate winter sports is 
pretty long: snowshoe running is an amazing way to build 
strength and endurance while minimizing the amount of 
pounding on your legs. While it’s doubtful that there will be 
official snowshoe races this winter, check out the trails at 
Northfield Mountain, or the various State Forests across the 
northern tier of the state (Savoy, Pittsfield, DAR). There are 
indoor pools open for socially distanced swimming; if you 
don’t think that swimming will make you stronger, just look at 
the bodies of the Olympic swimmers and think again. Or take 
a weekend morning off to go hiking. Or rent some XC or skate 
skis up at Notchview and try cross-country skiing. There’s a 
very good reason why Nordic skiers have the highest VO2 
max values measured in the lab. And Nordic skiing will not 
only give you a strong set of triceps, but it will help you im-
prove your sense of balance. The list goes on: ice skating, fat-
tire biking, indoor cycling. Weekly planks and pushups!  

 Not only will these activities make you a better overall 
athlete, but they will also break up the monotony of doing 
nothing but running day after day. And while I realize that 
that might sound like heresy to some of you, I would urge 
each of you to commit at least one day a week during the 
winter to an alternate sport. I guarantee that your running 
will benefit, your risk of injury will decrease, and you will get 
to enjoy winter in an entirely new way!  

***** 

Barry is a SMAC member from Bernardston. (e-mail) 

A Few Winter Running Tips for Times of Pandemic 

by Barry Auskern 

mailto:Barry%20Auskern%20%3causkernlaw@gmail.com%3e
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Gear Solutions 

Winter brings a variety of surface conditions: wet, icy, 
snowy, and often a mix of all three. How do you stay on your 
feet through all that? There is a range of options, and each is 
best for different conditions. The most minimal option is 

spikes, which are perfect for light snow and icy patches. You 
can buy shoes with screw-in spikes, or you can go the cheap 
route and repurpose a pair of comfy, broken-in runners with 
sheet metal screw spikes. Here’s how:  

1. Choose a pair of shoes that are 
starting to wear out, but not totally 
gone. We’ve all got them! 

2. Purchase 3/8-inch self-drilling hex-
head sheet metal screws. You can pick 
up a 25-pack at your local hardware 
store for less than three bucks. 

3. Screw them into the soles of your 
shoes, as shown. You can use a cord-
less drill/driver, or just a regular screw-
driver. Make sure the driver works 
with the screws you have! 

4. Place the screws close enough to 
the edge so that they don’t poke your 
feet through the soles, but not too 
close to the edge where they might 
tear out. Also, place them on the lugs 
of the shoes.  

Winter Traction: A Simple DIY Solution  

by Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger 

* * * * * 

Tom is a SMAC Board member from Leyden, and a previous club president. (e-mail) 

 

Conditions: Light snow or ice; 
pavement or dirt 
roads 

Snow 1-4 inches 
deep; trails 

Deep snow; off-trail Steep ice or packed 
snow; mountaineering 

Solutions: Spikes, either 
store-bought or 
Do-It-Yourself 

Microspikes or 
Yaktrax 

Racing snowshoes Crampons 

Looks like: 

 
   

  

mailto:Tom%20Raffensperger%20(traffens@gmail.com)
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Coach’s Corner 

On page 345 of Lore of Running by Tim Noakes (a door-
stopper) I once found a golden nugget of training wisdom 
that I’ve since wanted to share, and here’s finally my chance!  

Athletes who wish to be consistently successful, at 
whatever level, must learn to treat everything they do 
as part of a scientific experiment [...] the key to suc-
cessful training is not so much doing the training as 
determining how we are responding to that training. 

I love this paragraph, but it does not make things easier. 
When we are following a cookie-cutter training plan, we ex-
pect that doing exactly what it prescribes will lead to a guar-
anteed result. But the reality is often different.  

We are all individuals with endlessly varying circumstanc-
es, and who we are as athletes is determined by a very 
unique mix of training history, family life, resources, gender, 
age, overall health, talent, and many other factors. 

So what about the training plans? Having a coach can be 
a big help in figuring out how you are responding to certain 
workouts. They’ll help you find out what is the best training 
for you, for any specific goal, at any given time. But few 
among us have access to individual coaching. The good news 
is that you can find some answers for yourself, if you are will-
ing to take a moment and evaluate your own training. What 
better time to do it than now? 

The following are some questions that will help you have 
a better idea where you are at the end of this year, and 
where you want to go in 2021: 

What was your average weekly mileage this past year, and 
how does it compare to the years before? The miles you run 
(or the time you spend running) are a big factor in determin-
ing how fit you are. When you are running consistently, a 
good way to get fitter is to gradually and evenly add more 
miles. Are you running 20-30 miles a week? Try to regularly 
add a mile to a few shorter runs (and one long run) a week. 
Don’t add too much all at once, and don’t pile all the miles 
into one big run! 

What do you think is a limiting factor in your training? Not 
having enough time, lack of motivation, poor sleep, an injury 
that keeps flaring up... these can all mess with the best inten-
tions. Get to the root of what is holding you back, and try to 
fix it. A lot of issues are fixable. 

What’s the goal? In 2020, not having any goal races was a 
motivation-killer of epic, unprecedented proportions. Try to 
start 2021 with something to focus on: a time trial, a virtual 

race, a distance goal. It really helps. If virtual isn’t your thing, 
team up with a few buddies for a socially distant race (they’re 
waiting to hear from you, I promise).  

How will you get there? With no races and no group 
workouts, many people just couldn’t get into doing their hard 
workouts. But if you want to run a specific pace over a spe-
cific distance, you’ll have to practice the faster running. So 
pencil in the hard stuff: track work, hills, and tempo runs are 
all essential ingredients for faster racing. 

 I confess that I am writing this article as much for my own 
benefit as much as for anyone else! There are so many small 
pieces to the puzzle of our training, and it is well worth taking 
the time to try and fit them together. The better you get to 
know yourself, the better runner you will be. I hope that like 
me, you’ll have fun doing this never-ending, sometimes frus-
trating, but always interesting experiment, this year and for 
many years to come. Happy 2021!  

***** 

Laure is a SMAC member from Leyden. (e-mail) 

So, How’s Your Training? Thinking Ahead To 2021 

by Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger 

Dear Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club members,  

 Coming soon to you in the U.S. mail will be a special, if 
small, recognition of your marathon  of perseverance and 
courage through this annus horribilis of 2020.  

 This year the SMAC Board struggled to decide what to 
do about awards, such as most outstanding runner, most 
improved, etc. Determining awards would be nearly im-
possible with limited data to work with, and at the same 
time we realized that this year has been its own test of 
endurance for all our members. We have been humbled 
and inspired by all of your running efforts through the 
pandemic. So rather than award the few, we’ve decided 
to recognize all our amazing members. Keep your eye on 
your mailbox over the next few weeks.  

 So here’s to a much better 2021! We are looking for-
ward to a “spring fever” of running when we can all joy-
ously gather again for group runs and races.  

  With encouragement and thanks, 

  -The SMAC Board of Directors 

Thank YOU 

mailto:Laure%20Van%20den%20Broeck%20(laurevandenbroeck@gmail.com)
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Runner’s Illustrated Original Artwork by JoEllen Reino 
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The Running Life 

One afternoon in October 1975 I was bicycling on a two-
lane road by the edge of Lake Lugano, in southern Switzer-
land. Don’t be envious: I lived in Switzerland for three years 
because I was teaching at an American school there. The 
tradeoff for that gorgeous Ticinese scenery was a seven-day-
week, 14-hours-a-day work schedule. But I digress… 

Coming toward me on that road was a thin, rugged-
looking man dressed in running shorts and singlet – but walk-
ing, not running.  

“Aha,” I thought. “This is one of those guys who race-
walk.” I’d never seen the sport before, but I’d heard of it.  

I thought he must be out for a training walk, but then I 
noticed another man coming along behind him, wearing a 
number bib. And another. And another. And then the sixth 
man I encountered was wearing a USA team shirt.  

“Go, U.S.!” I shouted as we passed each other.  

The man was too focused on the road in front of him to 
nod in acknowledgement, but I figured he probably appreci-
ated a familiar accent in a strange country. 

Fast forward four years, and I was living in Florence (not 
the one in Italy). Joining Sugarloaf, I started meeting a lot of 
runners and coaches. Bob Williams, then the track coach at 
Amherst College, mentioned that an Amherst student, Troy 
Engle, was a nationally ranked race-walker. Williams added 

that, while he himself 
didn’t know much 
about race-walking, 
Troy was getting some 
coaching from a guy 
named Bob Kitchen, 
who lived near me in 
Florence.  

When I met Bob Kitch-
en, I realized I had seen 
him once before.  

“Yes,” said Bob. The Lugano Cup, the Super Bowl of inter-
national race-walking, included a team relay from Bellinzona, 
on the southern slopes of the Alps, to Chiasso, the southern-
most city in Switzerland, a route that passed through Lugano. 
And there he was. 

Professional curiosity led me to learn more about the 
sport that most people think is just too weird. I went out on 
some back roads with Bob, who said, “Well, just go ahead 

and walk. Right. Now try to make your stride longer, reach 
farther with your lead leg.” And so on.  

Unlike running, (the sport of) walking includes special 
rules about how you move. At least one foot must be on the 
ground at all times, and the knee of whichever leg is bearing 
your weight at the moment must be locked straight when 
your other leg swings ahead to plant your other foot. In offi-
cial races, a first violation of the rule gets you a warning, the 
second a disqualification. 

Troy Engle’s PR for a walking mile was 6:03. The men’s 
world record is 5:31:08 and the women’s is 6:16:45. The big 
Olympic events, however, are the 20K and 50K. In 1980, with 
considerable practice, watching Troy and getting a bit more 
instruction from Bob, I once walked a mile in 7:52.  

But times are not the point. What matters is that race-
walking is an excellent sustained aerobic workout with none 
of the pounding that even the smoothest running imposes on 
feet, ankles, and knees.  

If you’re contending with a knee, ankle or foot injury that 
running aggravates, it may be worthwhile for you to try race-
walking. The initial strangeness disappears quickly, and it’s 
nice to be able to sweat and push yourself while knowing 
you’re not wrecking any of your joints. Including your hips. 
Contrary to some impressions, race-walking doesn’t actually 
involve swiveling your hips unnaturally. Rather, when you 
take a long, straight stride while the opposite-leg’s knee is 
locked, your hip just naturally turns farther forward as your 
upper body follows your legs. 

A few months after that sub-8 walking mile, and after 
many more miles of running, my old Achilles tendinitis reap-
peared. Depressed and desperate for exercise, I tried walking 
a few miles. Sure enough, a cautious attempt turned into 45 
minutes of steady walking, breathing as hard as I would on a 
training run, with no tendon irritation at all. Walking fast be-
came my workout. I lived in the city of Toulouse that year 
(another overseas teaching story) and walked either on city 
streets or along the towpath of a tree-line canal. Occasionally 
a passerby would nod in approval; race-walking is much 
better known in Europe than in Massachusetts.  

The tendinitis went away. I resumed running. I ran a hilly 
50K with no ill effects, came back to Florence and SMAC, kept 
running, etc. etc. Years passed, I grew slower, but in 2019 I 
could still go out and run an eight-mile loop once or twice a 
week, shorter runs 3-4 days a week, with one or two days on 

Walking Fast (Kind of) 

by John Stifler 

[Continued next page] 

“Race-walking is an ex-
cellent sustained aerobic 
workout with none of the 
pounding that even the 

smoothest running  
imposes on feet, ankles, 

and knees.” 
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The Running Life 

[Walking Fast, continued from previous page] 

an exercise bike or elliptical trainer to give a break to my 
knees, which were quietly hinting that I’d better be careful. 

Then 2020 swept in. No more exercise bike in the gym, 
no elliptical. Just running. I tried the Sugarloaf weekly one-
mile challenge last summer, scored high a couple of times in 
the Improvement column … and felt just fine. Except for my 
right knee. After one seven-mile trail run, the knee com-
plained more than usual. On a five-mile road run, it buckled.  

I rested. Biked some, but the knee would tolerate only 
one, maybe two serious rides a week. Walked in the neigh-
borhood – ordinary walking. Rested some more. Craved a real 
workout.  

It had been 39 years since I race-walked. Would it still 
work?  

Lo and behold, it would. The Smith College outdoor track, 
still open to more or less anyone, was a good place for an 
initial attempt. Sure footing, no traffic. Wear a mask if other 
people are there.  

Race-walking is sort of like bicycling; once you get a feel 
for the technique – which, after all, is pretty simple – you can 
get right back into it, even after years away. I discovered I 
could do a mile somewhere in the low to mid-12s, and now I 
can do 5000 meters on the track in just under 39 minutes. My 
pulse gets up to 130 in a 5K workout, which is higher than I 
can produce at my current running pace. It feels quite good.  

 One further tech-
nical note: Race-
walking is easier in rela-
tively flat running 
shoes, even minimalist 
shoes, than in shoes 
with substantial cush-
ioning. You don’t need 
the cushion, and you 
get a better push off 
your foot with less of it.  

***** 

John is a SMAC member from Florence. (e-mail) 

I managed to make a friend during the pandemic. That 
was a high. I don’t know his name and I don’t really know his 
face, since we’ve only seen each other outside, from a dis-
tance, while wearing masks. I see him almost every time I 
head out for my morning run. He’s not a runner. At least he’s 
not running when I see him, but he is walking enthusiastical-
ly. When we see each other, we exchange waves. This has 
been a highlight of my day for the past few months.  

My mother always said that a wave doesn’t cost any-
thing, and it can give so much. I never knew what she meant 
until I met my friend.  

Early on in the pandemic, when mask advice was still un-
clear, I was out on a run when a woman went out of her way 
to cross my path so she could chastise me for not wearing a 
mask. That was a low. I asked myself, why didn’t she know 
that I was one of the good ones? One of the people who un-
derstand and believe in science and who regularly uses Trad-
er Joe’s Grapefruit hand sanitizer even though it smells like 
tequila and makes me slightly nauseated when I use it in 
close spaces, like my car? After my encounter with that wom-
an, I assumed that everyone I passed while out running was 
suspicious of me. It made sense. I was suspicious of them.  

This year I hit a mileage milestone that I’ve never reached 
before. That’s a high. But it’s also a low. It’s a bittersweet 
achievement, mainly because none of those miles came in an 
actual race, but also because distance and time aren’t the 
only ways to determine whether a season is successful or not. 
I’ve realized this year that running isn’t always about getting 
from here to there in the fastest time possible. It’s also not 
always about what I’m running to or what I’m running from. 
The reality is that running is about seeing how I can best man-
age the inevitable burdens the universe dishes out. But that’s 
a hard thing to measure, and we can’t know exactly how 
much weight someone else is carrying. I suppose that’s why 
they don’t make burden-bearing the basis of competition.  

 We’re all bearing a lot this year, and now that it’s winter, 
we’re doing it while figuring out the best way to adjust our 
masks while wearing gloves and giving people space. But I’m 
also making sure to wave. A wave says I see you and you’re 
doing a great job. Even if they don’t cost anything, we all de-
serve a wave.  

***** 

Andrew is a SMAC member from Easthampton. (e-mail) 

Highs and Lows 

by Andrew Shelffo 

mailto:John%20Stifler%20%3cjstifler@umass.edu%3e
mailto:ashelffo@gmail.com
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Two runners paced me through the trails— 

The one, iconic Robert Frost, 

The other, epic Getting Lost 

Both on the search for Holy Grails 

Where badass/dumbass lines are crossed 

 

First up and down the Toby hills 

The steady Heather was my guide 

Leaf-covered steep could lead to spills 

We ran, but checked our speeding thrills 

Lest down the mountain we would slide 

 

And on that gray October morn 

To block our path a tree did lie 

Once mighty, but now slain by storm 

With branches splayed and girth enorm 

Dirt-crusted roots now dusted sky 

 

How to continue on our path 

With mighty oak colossus downed? 

O’er branches, briars, buggy bath 

I scrambled through with words of wrath 

While Heather simply trekked around 

 

Mt. Toby wrecked our tracking scene 

Much distance did my app ignore 

Then Heather’s timer failed to score-- 

Although her watch said just fourteen 

We really ran two miles more 

 

So hereby let it be confessed: 

A mile short, I wasn’t done 

I plodded out a fitbit “One” 

‘Til lunchtime, when I took a rest 

And carbed up for the evening run 

 

With belly full and blisters small 

I set to do fifteen with Kym 

From pretty paths of precious fall 

Deep into woods to faeries’ call 

To loosing Forest Witch within 

I put our mission in Kym’s hands 

But wrong turns quickly we amassed 

Bushwhacking, cracking, never fast 

Through prickers, vines, and private lands 

We inadvertently trespassed 

 

And as the night crept ever near 

Each looming rock bobcat or bear 

Bog monsters rose to stoke our fear 

They ridiculed our tracking gear 

They sucked her shoe; they pulled my hair 

 

In thorny thickets so immersed 

Miss Pissy Carla’d had enough 

My Happy Runner bubble burst 

I grumbled, pouted, railed, and cursed 

But Kym was steady, calm, and tough 

 

A wasp attacked her, still she ran 

And pulled us from the muddy fen 

Now both of us deriding Benn 

We yet persisted in our plan 

To somehow log another ten 

 

Direction-sense impaired, but able 

Kym kept us running through the dark 

Bleary, blistered, and unstable 

I crashed a guardrail and a cable 

As we gallomped around the park 

 

But every mile thence was sweeter 

With jokes and stories, game and song 

With laughs and belches loud and long 

Each telling cranks the humor meter 

And just like that, the pain is gone 

 

Two runners paced me through the trails 

Through foggy mountain’s rocky core 

Through wild woodsy wetland shore 

Through deft recharge of tired sails 

My Quabbin Queens I so adore! 

Two Runners 

by Carla Halpern 

UltraRunning 

* * * * * 

Carla is a SMAC member from New Salem. She ran innumerable miles as part of BURCS’ Wally’s Folly event. (e-mail) 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/burcsrunners
mailto:msviennared@gmail.com
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For me, most years start with filling up the calendar with 
a series of races or adventures, followed by a training plan to 
support each goal. 2020 started out like this, with grand road 
marathon and Trans Alpine ambitions. Then the COVID-19 
pandemic changed the world as we know it. Races and travel-
ling quickly became a distant memory, but it has still been 
possible to responsibly find adventure by exploring the trails 
just a few miles from my front door.  

Back in the before times, I would pick a day’s running 
location based on vertical gain or views. Once social distanc-
ing became a priority, though, trail popularity became the 
most important factor. It became my goal to get in my miles 
without seeing another person, and here in western Massa-
chusetts that was easier to do than I expected.  

One look at Strava Routes or AllTrails showed that our 
area is full of networks of old roads, beautiful gravel roads, 
and rarely traveled trails. The adventure theme of 2020 be-
came following these routes, seeing where every trail went 
and appreciating the area’s history along the way.  

Conway State Forest and the Quabbin Reservoir are two 
amazing places where I found 2020-style adventure. Both 
places seem to have endless stone-wall-lined former roads 
where you can rack up as many miles as you want and literal-
ly see more animals than people. I was able to run a mara-
thon PR on old Quabbin roads where I saw two porcupines 
and only one person.  

Both of these areas were once people’s farms and 
homes. You can get a glimpse into the past through the miles 
of stone walls, frequent building foundations, and cemeteries 

that line many of the trails. Appreciating and researching this 
history gave me another layer of adventure. Thankfully there 
is plenty of historical info on the towns of the Quabbin Reser-
voir and Conway State Forest.  

No matter how many miles I get there always seems to be 
another trail or another dirt road to explore. This drive to see 
what is out there has kept me motivated to get out there and 
seek adventure in a socially distant 2020 sort of way. Conway 
State Forest and the Quabbin Reservoir are just two great 
examples of the infinite trails that are all around us. I chal-
lenge you to get out there and explore. If you do go be sure 
to have a map and to be respectful of where publicly accessi-
ble land ends and private property begins.  

***** 

Grant is a SMAC member from Whately. (e-mail) 
(photos by Grant Ritter) 

Next Door Adventures 

by Grant Ritter 

Adventure Running 

https://newengland.com/today/living/new-england-history/lost-towns-quabbin-reservoir/
https://newengland.com/today/living/new-england-history/lost-towns-quabbin-reservoir/
https://townofconway.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/10/Conway_Historic_Trails.pdf
mailto:grant.ritter@gmail.com
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SMAC Membership 

 This map shows towns the 2020 SMAC members live in. It 
is limited to just western MA, though there are also several 
members from eastern MA and other states and countries 
(including CA, CT, VT, IL, OR, and Canada) who aren’t shown 
here. Towns that have more members are depicted in darker 
shades of red; towns with fewer members are lighter. In to-
tal, SMAC currently has 312 members. Northampton has the 
most of any town, with 74 members as of early December.  

 You’ll note that the map looks quite a bit different from 
2019, almost certainly due to the pandemic. Overall member-
ship is down by almost a hundred people; this shouldn’t be 
too surprising given that there weren’t any club races or 
events going on except for youth track (which was conducted 
in special “peer pods” this year, for obvious safety reasons).  

 On top of the unique 2020 changes, some of the more 
usual differences are still evident. For example, a few low-
population towns on the periphery of the primary region 
winked out while we gained members in a few others. Some 
of these losses are probably just due to people forgetting to 
renew (remember to renew!) and we shouldn’t read too 

much into changes between any two given years. Still, it’s fun 
to browse back through the years to look for overall geo-
graphic trends and patterns.  

 For historical reference, see the 2016 map that originally 
appeared on p. 31 of the Jan/Feb 2017 issue, the one on p. 37 
of the 2017 Annual, the one on p. 6 of the 2018 Annual, and 
the one on p. 3 of the 2019 Annual. Looking ahead to 2021 
and beyond, we can consider where we might focus outreach 
efforts as we try to bounce back, grow the club further, or 
just seek new members to replace ones who have left.  

 As always, we’re not alone in western MA. We’ve got a 
lot of really excellent friends in neighboring clubs, and many 
of us have membership in/on multiple organizations/teams. I 
think this can be healthy, as each group has a slightly differ-
ent focus, purpose, and/or geographic locus. Let’s just hope 
we all come back strong, healthy, and vibrant in 2021! 

      -Ben (editor of The Sugarloaf Sun) 

Join or Renew Your SMAC Membership in 2021 

(map and text originally presented in the 2020 Annual issue) 

http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2017_issue1_JanFeb.pdf
http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2017_Annual.pdf
http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/SMAC_Sun_2018_Annual.pdf
http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2019_Annual.pdf
https://www.runreg.com/smacmembership1
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Flash SMAC 

Five Years Ago at the Races… Some late-2015 / early 2016 photos by Ben Kimball  

Andrea Tehan Carnes at Sachem Jennifer Garrett on the trail 

Cathy Coutu at Sachem Scamper 

John Herron heads for home 

Tom Davidson in the Gorge 

Kathie Williams runs for cider 

Keith Streeter at the Cider Run Andrew Shelffo at the Sawmill 10K 

Rick Scott at Sachem Scamper Lauren Cunniffe at Sachem 

Chuck Adams at the Cider Run 12K David Martula at the Sawmill 10K 
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Flash SMAC 

Five Years Ago at the Races… Some late-2015 / early 2016 photos by Ben Kimball  

Ann Van Dyke at Sachem. Paul Hake on the trail. 

Jim Farrick at the Sawmill 10K. 

Josh Carnes strides towards cider. 

Michael Hoberman on Day 1. 

Ted Hale at the Sawmill 10K. 

James Callaway at Sachem. Catherine Bezio at Sachem. 

Don Grant does his thing. Garth Shaneyfelt RDs at Sachem. 

Dawn Montague at the Cider Run. Bosiljka Glumac at Sawmill 10K. 
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The Running Life 

 Graphic design work by Amy Schmidt Bowse 

https://vomax.com/collections/smac
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Parting Shot 

(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!) 

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership for 2021 

A proud member of 

New Year’s Memories (2016 Sawmill River Run 10K) 

Miodrag 
Glumac 

Mark Staples and Eric Ciocca Leanne Cerpovicz 

Amy Sternheim (in orange) centers a pack of SMAC runners in front of the iconic barn; Jen Garrett closes in from behind! 

https://www.runreg.com/smacmembership1

